Using a detachable snare, the cowboy method, to troubleshoot stent dysfunction after endoscopic ultrasound-guided hepaticogastrostomy

Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided biliary drainage, such as by EUS-guided choledochoduodenostomy (EUS-CDS) or EUS-guided hepaticogastrostomy (EUS-HGS), is a popular technique. Recently, these techniques have been used not only as alternative methods of drainage but also for primary drainage [1, 2]. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent and troubleshoot adverse events. A stent that is placed from the stomach may sometimes deviate into the esophagus after EUS-HGS, causing severe reflux esophagitis with the secretion of bile. Herein, we report a unique and effective management of this adverse event.

A 42-year-old man with recurrence of peritoneal dissemination after surgery to treat a parotid gland cancer was admitted with vomiting and obstructive jaundice. Computed tomography (CT) scanning revealed stenosis of the second portion of the duodenum and dilatation of the bile duct, with stenosis of the lower bile duct. We therefore placed a duodenal stent and EUS-HGS was performed to achieve primary drainage. The intrahepatic bile duct (B2) was punctured from the stomach, and a 6-mm × 12-cm fully covered metal stent (Hanarostent; Boston Scientific, Japan) was placed (►Fig. 1). On day 2, he vomited bile juice several times. Radiography, including a further CT scan, revealed that the oral side of the stent had deviated into the esophagus (►Fig. 2).

Initially, we redirected the stent in the stomach using a cap-fitted gastroscope. Thereafter, we considered fixing the stent to the stomach wall to avoid recurrence; however, fixing the stent to the stomach directly could have caused it to dislocate. We therefore used a detachable snare to hold the HGS stent, clipping the string of the detachable snare to the stomach (►Video 1; ►Fig. 3). Fixing the string provided extra space, which we believed would prevent stent dislocation, despite movement of the stomach.

Following this procedure, the patient was asymptomatic and showed no recurrence (►Fig. 4). This management can be easily performed and can prevent recurrence of stent deviation into the esophagus.
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Video 1 The cowboy method of fixing an endoscopic ultrasound-guided hepaticogastrostomy stent to the stomach wall using a detachable snare to prevent repeat deviation of the stent into the esophagus.

Fig. 3 Gastroscopic images showing: a severe reflux esophagitis with bile secretion; b the oral side of the stent that had deviated into the esophagus; c the stent redirected into the stomach using a gastroscope; d the hepaticogastrostomy stent fixed to the stomach wall using a detachable snare.
Radiographic images showing the position of the hepaticogastrostomy stent, which is different but still seen in the stomach, after: **a** 4 weeks; **b** 6 weeks.